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Topological order, the hallmark of fractional quantum Hall states, is primarily defined in terms
of ground-state degeneracy on higher-genus manifolds, e.g. the torus. We investigate analytically
and numerically the smooth crossover between this topological regime and the Tao-Thouless thin
torus quasi-1D limit. Using the wire-construction approach, we analyze an emergent charge density
wave (CDW) signifying the break-down of topological order, and relate its phase shifts to Wilson
loop operators. The CDW amplitude decreases exponentially with the torus circumference once
it exceeds the transverse correlation length controllable by the inter-wire coupling. By means of
numerical simulations based on the matrix product states (MPS) formalism, we explore the extreme
quasi-1D limit in a two-leg flux ladder and present a simple recipe for probing fractional charge
excitations in the ν = 1/2 Laughlin-like state of hard-core bosons. We discuss the possibility of
realizing this construction in cold-atom experiments. We also address the implications of our findings
to the possibility of producing non-Abelian zero modes. As known from rigorous no-go theorems,
topological protection for exotic zero modes such as parafermions cannot exist in 1D fermionic
systems and the associated degeneracy cannot be robust. Our theory of the 1D-2D crossover allows
to calculate the splitting of the degeneracy, which vanishes exponentially with the number of wires,
similarly to the CDW amplitude.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Topologically ordered phases of matter have attracted
significant attention because of their potential utility for
quantum computation. Indeed, because of the intrinsi-
cally nonlocal nature of their order, topological phases
can host anyonic excitations that are robust to any local
perturbation. Because of that, such phases can serve as
a platform for fault-tolerant quantum computation, also
known as topological quantum computation [1–7]. Find-
ing physical systems supporting topological order that
can be used for quantum computation purposes has been
a challenging task throughout the last decades. Frac-
tional quantum Hall (FQH) states could provide one such
platform [5–8].
First observed experimentally in 1982 in strongly-
interacting two-dimensional (2D) electron gases [9], FQH
states are characterized by the existence of exotic frac-
tionally charged excitations [10] with anyonic statis-
tics [11, 12]. A striking consequence of both fractional
statistics and fractional charge of such excitations is
the so-called topological ground-state degeneracy on the
torus [13, 14]. Such degeneracy depends only on the type
of topological order and the genus of a surface; it can not
be probed by any local measurements. Consequently, it
is used to define the very notion of topological order [13].
On the contrary, the state proposed for the fractional
quantum Hall effect by Tao and Thouless in 1983 [15],
shortly after Laughlin’s work [10], displays charge den-
sity wave (CDW) order, which breaks translation sym-
metry. The number of the CDW ground states on the
torus matches the aforementioned topological degener-
acy of the Laughlin state (which is in turn related to
the filling factor ν), and fractional charge excitations are
given by domain walls between the degenerate ground
states [16–18]. It has since been established that the Tao
and Thouless state is the ground state in the limit when
the small circumference of the torus (which we call Ly)
is comparable to the magnetic length [19–23], and that
it is adiabatically connected to the Laughlin state (see
Refs. [24, 25] and references therein).
The goal of this paper is to provide an analytical
and numerical description of this crossover between the
thin torus quasi one-dimensional (1D) limit, and the
2D Laughlin limit of the FQH effect at zero temper-
ature in systems of many coupled wires subjected to
effective magnetic fluxes (referred to as flux ladders).
Such crossover can be obtained by resorting to the
wire-construction approach of the Laughlin state dis-
cussed in Refs. [26, 27]. The reason for relying on the
coupled-wire approach stems from the fact that the re-
alization of flux ladders is currently at the experimen-
tal and numerical reach, thanks to the amazing pro-
gresses in the field of ultra-cold atoms, which provide
the toolbox for creating and probing synthetic matter
using atomic gases in optical lattices [28–32], and the
realization of ad-hoc numerical algorithms based on the
density-matrix-renormalization-group (DMRG) [33, 34]
or matrix-product-state (MPS) [35] formalism.
Several interesting properties have been highlighted
by a number of works, for both bosonic [36–52] and
fermionic [53–61] flux ladders. Importantly, it was
shown that flux ladders, in the quasi-1D limit, can host
states that share fundamental properties with 2D FQH
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2states [62–65], and that can be directly tested in cur-
rent cold-atom experiments as well as DMRG or MPS
simulations [64, 65]. Specifically, quantum Hall states
with finite transverse dimension Nw, can be realized us-
ing 1D cold atom lattices, by combining synthetic dimen-
sions [66–68] with synthetic gauge fields [31]. Indeed, as
was recently demonstrated in two independent experi-
ments [69, 70], one can produce a quantum Hall ribbon
with edge states. In this case, Raman lasers were used
to drive transitions between three atomic states, simulat-
ing a three-leg ladder. Furthermore, synthetic quantum
Hall stripes can be effectively “rolled” into thin cylin-
ders [71, 72].
A variety of other physical systems can realize 2D topo-
logical states using 1D systems with synthetic dimensions
and gauge fields, such as integrated photonic systems [73]
with orbital angular momentum of light playing the role
of synthetic dimension, or even frequency modes [74, 75],
for a review see Ref. [76]. A key issue is the prospect of
strong particle-particle interactions, which in optics are
mediated by strong nonlinearities, to realize topologically
nontrivial strongly correlated states.
From a more theoretical point of view, topological
degeneracy of FQH states (even Abelian ones, such as
those considered in this paper) can be used to generate
non-Abelian topological defects, genons, which effectively
change the genus of the underlying surface [77]. This pos-
sibility is of particular interest to us. While a rich variety
of non-Abelian anyons may potentially exist in FQH and
other 2D topological phases [7], few of those states have
been accessed experimentally to date, and none can thus
be utilized for quantum computation. Meantime, much
of the recent progress has been in using quasi-1D systems
to produce one type of non-Abelian objects, Majorana
zero modes [78] [79]. All attempts to come up with more
exotic types of non-Abelian zero modes in 1D interact-
ing fermionic systems have run into seemingly restrictive
no-go theorems [80–82]. One way to circumvent such re-
strictions is to use 1D edge states of 2D topologically
ordered systems [83–94]. However, in strictly 1D sys-
tems, the degeneracy associated with non-Abelian zero
modes may always be removed by local perturbations.
For example, the intrinsic properties of parafermion zero
modes in 1D have been studied in several works [95–106],
and furthermore, parafermion-like zero modes have been
obtained in a number of 1D proposals [107–109]. How-
ever, both the zero-energy nature of such modes and the
the associated ground state degeneracy (in the presence
of such modes) are unstable against local perturbations,
as has been explicitly checked [107, 109].
Here, we establish the connection between the loss
of topological protection for such non-Abelian modes in
quasi-1D FQH systems with the emergence of a CDW
in the thin torus limit. Such modes gradually become
topologically protected upon increasing the number of
1D wires, Nw. Any local observable distinguishing their
ground states is suppressed exponentially in Nw. Hence,
these non-Abelian zero modes can be effectively realized
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram of a FQH state on an Nw-leg ladder.
The translation symmetry by one magnetic translation vector
xΦ = 2pi/(ΦNw) is broken by a charge density wave ρ(x) =
A
(Nw)
CDW cos(2pinx− 2piνκ), whose amplitude A(Nw)CDW vanishes in
the thick cylinder limit, or in the anisotropic limit t⊥/t→ 0.
Here, ν is the filling factor, n = Nwρ0 is the density of the
quasi-1D system, where ρ0 is the density per chain, and κ ∈ N.
in 1D systems with a finite width. Our key finding is that
while the no-go theorems predict the absence of topologi-
cal protection in 1D for any zero modes that are more ex-
otic than Majorana zero modes, the energy splitting be-
tween their ground states can be made vanishingly small,
along with the CDW amplitude.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we construct the Laughlin state at filling factor ν on a
system of Nw wires weakly coupled by tunneling t⊥ and
rolled into a cylinder or torus, see Fig. 1. In the Tao-
Thouless limit of small Nw, a CDW forms with amplitude
A
(Nw)
CDW. Using the wire-construction approach, we show
that it originates from Nw-th order perturbation theory
in t⊥, implying that the local order parameter A
(Nw)
CDW is
actually nonlocal in the transverse direction. As follows
from general arguments [1], in the topological limit of
large Nw, the CDW amplitude should be exponentially
small. In the few-leg ladders on which we focus, this
substantiates that the CDW degeneracies are the pre-
topological limit of the Laughlin state.
In Sec. III, we discuss how one can realize an effec-
tive thin cylinder in the extreme 1D limit with width
Nw = 2, i.e., the two-leg flux ladder. In this limit, exci-
tations are domain walls, and we identify their fractional
charge via numerical simulations based on MPS. We fo-
cus on the FQH Laughlin-like state of bosons at filling
factor ν = 1/2, by using the same numerical scheme as
in Ref. [64]. The advantage of focusing on the ν = 1/2
Laughlin-like state is that stabilizing this fractional state
requires only on-site interactions, as opposed to smaller
ν, e.g. ν = 1/3 for fermions or ν = 1/4 for bosons, which
require longer range interactions [63], which makes their
numerical simulation more demanding. In the ν = 1/2
case, we find two quasi-degeneretate CDW states. We
simulate domain-wall excitations and show that they
have charge 1/2. By resorting to our numerical analysis,
and from the wire construction, we conclude that such
3t
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FIG. 2. Scheme of the Nw-leg ladder closed on a cylinder. The
system consists of Nw chains (or legs or wires) of L sites each.
Particles on the lattice can hop between nearest-neighbour
lattice sites (grey dots) along each chain, with tunneling am-
plitide t (purple arrow), or between nearest-neighbour chains
with tunneling amplitude t⊥ (blue arrow). When encircling
a closed loop (red arrow) delimited by four nearest-neighbour
lattice sites (a plaquette, yellow area) a phase factor equal to
the gauge flux per plaquette Φ is gained. The longitudinal
and transverse dimensions are denoted by j and y, respec-
tively, where j = 1, . . . , L and y = 1, . . . , Nw, and the set of
Nw sites at the same j form a rung of the ladder.
fractional domain-wall excitations are the pre-topological
limit of the Laughlin quasiparticles.
The purpose of Sec. IV is to point out that, similar to
the emergence of a CDW in the thin torus limit of the
FQH effect, 1D systems hosting exotic zero modes such
as parafermions undergo a 1D-2D crossover (from non-
topological to topological) that can be controlled by the
number of 1D wires Nw. We finally present our conclu-
sions in Sec. V.
II. WIRE CONSTRUCTION: CHARGE
DENSITY WAVE AND 1D-2D CROSSOVER
We open our discussion on the 1D-2D crossover by fo-
cusing on the CDW amplitude of the Laughlin state re-
alized on the Nw-leg ladder. We choose to consider a ge-
ometry of a cylinder rather than a torus, since it is more
realistic in experimental and numerical contexts [59, 110].
In 2D, the fate of putting a FQH state on a torus or on
a cylinder is different, since the latter has edges. In the
present section, however, even if not explicitly stated, we
consider an infinite cylinder, and ignore its edges. We
remark that these edges of a finite cylinder will have a
role in the numerical simulations in Sec. III relevant for
experiments, on which we will comment later.
A. Model
We consider bosonic or fermionic particles hopping on
a cylinder, i.e. on an Nw-leg ladder with periodic bound-
ary conditions (PBC) along the transverse dimension y,
and open boundary conditions (OBC) along the longi-
tudinal dimension j, see Figs. 1 and 2. Such system is
modelled by the following Hamiltonian:
Hˆ = −t
L−1∑
j=1
Nw∑
y=1
(
bˆ†j,y bˆj+1,y + H.c.
)
+t⊥
L∑
j=1
Nw∑
y=1
(
eiΦj bˆ†j,y+1bˆj,y + H.c.
)
+ Hˆint . (1)
Here, bˆj,y (bˆ
†
j,y) represents the annihilation (creation) op-
erator of a boson or fermion on site j and on the leg
y = 1, 2, . . . , Nw; t and t⊥ are the intra-leg and inter-leg
hopping parameters, respectively, Φ is the gauge flux per
plaquette (see Fig. 2). In the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1),
L denotes the number of lattice sites in the longitudi-
nal dimension j, which we take L → ∞ since we con-
sider an infinite-cylinder. Furthermore, for PBC along
the transverse dimension y, bˆj,Nw+1 = bˆj,1. The term
Hˆint accounts for density-density interactions that we will
specify in Sec. III, which is needed in order to stabilize
FQH states. One defines the quantum Hall filling factor
ν = 2piρ0/Φ, where ρ0 = 〈bˆ†j,y bˆj,y〉 is the average density
per site, on the wire y. Accordingly, we define the total
density of the quasi-1D system as n = Nwρ0. In the fol-
lowing, we specialize to Laughlin states with ν = 1/(2q),
where q > 0 is an integer for bosons or an half-integer for
fermions.
Manifestations of the FQH effect on this Nw-leg lad-
der has been an active topic of research, both for the
OBC case with edge states [38, 62–65], and for PBC cor-
responding to a cylinder. Specifically, in the latter case,
it was shown that the Laughlin pumping takes place ef-
fectively for thin cylinders [58] which physically operates
as a drifting CDW pattern.
In this section, we focus on the latter, non-topological
feature of the FQH state on a cylinder, namely, the ap-
pearance of a CDW, which can be in one out of 2q states
(see inset of Fig. 1) characterized by the same CDW pat-
tern but relatively shifted in real space by an amount
that is a multiple of xΦ = ν/n = 2pi/(ΦNw). Explicitly,
we will show that the leading CDW harmonic has the
form
ρ(x) ∼ ρ0 +A(Nw)CDW cos(2pinx− 2piνκ). (2)
The first argument of the cosine suggests a Wigner crys-
tal whose period is dictated by the particle density. The
second is a discrete shift of the CDW, with κ ∈ N, which
takes only one out of ν−1 ground states. Such 2q-fold de-
generacy is consistent with the number of FQH ground
states on a torus. We now compute the amplitude of
this charge density wave A
(Nw)
CDW and demonstrate that it
originates from Nw-th order perturbation theory in the
inter-chain hopping amplitude t⊥.
4B. Low-energy approach
We use a continuum theory to compute the density
using bosonization based on the wire-construction ap-
proach. The lattice operator bˆj,y is replaced by a field
operator Ψy(x), which is expanded in terms of a charge
(or density) field φy and a phase field θy as [111]
bˆ†j,y ∼ Ψ†y(x) =
∑
p
ψ†y,p(x)
ψ†y,p(x) = αp,y e
ip[2piρ0x−2φy(x)]e−iθy(x) ,
(3)
where p is an integer for bosons and half integer
for fermions. The charge and phase fields obey
canonical commutation relations [∂xφy(x), θy′(x
′)] =
−ipi δy,y′ δ(x − x′). In Eq. (3), {αp,y} are non-universal
expansion coefficients that depend on the microscopic de-
tails of the model [112] (they do not depend on the wire
index y, this index is kept for clarity). We have set the
lattice constant to unity, a = 1. Likewise, the density
field at wire y has the expansion [112]
ρy(x) = Ψ
†
y(x)Ψy(x) = ρ0−
1
pi
∂xφy(x)+
∑
p∈Z/{0}
ρ(p)y (x) ,
(4)
where ρ
(p)
y (x) = βp,y e
ip[2piρ0x−2φy(x)] for some non-
universal expansion coefficients {βp,y}. We stress that,
in the expansion of the density in Eq. (4), p is an integer
for both bosons and fermions. Within this framework,
we write the Hamiltonian of the system as
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Hˆint + Hˆ⊥ , (5)
where Hˆ0 and Hˆint are the continuum versions of the
intra-leg hopping and interaction terms in Eq. (1), re-
spectively, describing a gapless Luttinger liquid, whereas
Hˆ⊥ describes the continuum version of the inter-leg hop-
ping term accounting for the gauge flux in Eq. (1), whose
bosonized form reads
Hˆ⊥ = t⊥
∫
dx
Nw∑
y=1
Ψ†y+1(x)Ψy(x)e
iΦx + H.c.
= t⊥
∫
dx eiΦx
Nw∑
y=1
∑
p,p′
α∗p,y αp′,y+1
× e−i(p−p′)2piρ0xOy→y+1pp′ + H.c. . (6)
Here
Oy→y+1pp′ ∼ ei[θy−θy+1+2(p φy−p
′ φy+1)] (7)
is the link tunneling operator between the legs y and y+1.
In the following, in order to ease the notation, we intro-
duce the non-universal coefficient Cy,y+1p,p′ = α
∗
p,y αp′,y+1.
Therefore, Eq. (6) can be written as
Hˆ⊥ = t⊥
∫
dx
Nw∑
y=1
∑
p,p′
Cy,y+1p,p′ cos[θy − θy+1
+2(p φy − p′ φy+1)− (p− p′)2piρ0x+ Φx] . (8)
In order to describe fluctuations within the FQH
phase, we separate the various terms in Eq. (8) as
Hˆ⊥ = HˆFQH + δHˆ, where HˆFQH corresponds to the
non-oscillating terms (p − p′)2piρ0 = Φ with p′ = −p
in the sum over p and p′, and for a fixed value of
p ≡ q > 0 that determines the fractional filling factor,
i.e., ν = 2piρ0/Φ = (2q)
−1 [63], whereas δHˆ contains
all the other combinations of p and p′:
δHˆ = t⊥
∫
dx eiΦx
Nw∑
y=1
′∑
p,p′
Cy,y+1p,p′ e
−i(p−p′)2piρ0x
×Oy→y+1pp′ + H.c. , (9)
where the primed sum
∑′
p,p′ does not contain the FQH
operator p = −p′ = q = (2ν)−1. Therefore, the total
Hamiltonian in Eq. (5) is recast as Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Hˆint +
HˆFQH + δHˆ, where we treat δHˆ as a perturbation. In
detail, Hˆ0 + Hˆint + HˆFQH consists of Nw decoupled sine-
Gordon models [27]: Hˆ0 + Hˆint map to Nw Luttinger
liquids, characterized below just by a velocity v. The
Luttinger liquids are gapped out by the cosine potentials
HˆFQH. Indeed, it is convenient to introduce the gapped
link fields φ˜y+ 12 and their strongly fluctuating conjugate
fields θ˜y+ 12 as
2 φ˜y+ 12 = θy − θy+1 + 2q (φy + φy+1)
2 θ˜y+ 12 = θy + θy+1 + 2q (φy − φy+1) ,
(10)
so that HˆFQH ∼ −
∑Nw
y=1 cos(2φ˜y+ 12 ). The fields
in Eq. (10) satisfy the commutation relations
[∂xφ˜y+ 12 (x), θ˜y′+
1
2
(x′)] = 2q [∂xφy(x), θy′(x′)]. These
cosine perturbations are assumed to be relevant and flow
to strong coupling. We denote the gap created by these
cosine potentials ∆gap. It leads to a correlation length
ξ = v/∆gap. On the other hand, the cosine operators in
δHˆ and oscillating terms will be treated perturbatively.
C. Computation of the density
Having introduced the required notation, we now com-
pute the density 〈ρy(x)〉 by proceeding with a perturba-
tive approach in terms of δHˆ. The density ρy(x), which is
expressed in terms of the original fields φy(x) and θy(x),
is re-expressed in terms of the link fields and their con-
5jugated fields by the inverse transformation of Eq. (10):
4q φy = φ˜y− 12 − θ˜y− 12 + φ˜y+ 12 + θ˜y+ 12
2 θy = −φ˜y− 12 + θ˜y− 12 + φ˜y+ 12 + θ˜y+ 12 .
(11)
In addition to pinned fields φ˜y± 12 , we see that the density
field φy contains the combination of θ˜y− 12 − θ˜y+ 12 of fluc-
tuating fields. Therefore, prior to considering the effect of
the perturbation δHˆ, we notice that 〈e−2iφy 〉0 = 0, where
the subscript “0” denotes that the expectation value is
computed on the ground state of Hˆ with δHˆ = 0. Hence,
in this limit, the oscillating part of the density that con-
tains information on the CDW vanishes, 〈ρy〉0 = const.
On the other hand, consider a product of the density
operators over all the wires
∏
y e
−2iφy . The telescopic
series of fluctuating fields, using Eq. (11), yields a finite
expectation value. Keeping the leading p = 1 harmonic
in Eq. (4) we have〈
Nw∏
y=1
ρ(1)y (x)
〉
=
(
Nw∏
y=1
β1,y
)
e2piinx
〈
Nw∏
y=1
e−2iφy
〉
+ H.c.
= 2
(
Nw∏
y=1
β1,y
)
cos(2pinx− 2piνκ) , (12)
where, from Eq. (11), the integer κ is determined from
e−2ipiνκ =
〈
e−2i
∑
y φy
〉
=
〈
e
−2iν∑y φ˜y+1
2
〉
. (13)
We will shortly show that, when computing the density at
a specific wire perturbatively in δHˆ ∝ t⊥, precisely this
loop operator e−2i
∑
y φy is generated in Nw-th order per-
turbation theory and yields the desired CDW in Eq. (2).
Since it is a function of the pinned fields, it takes dis-
crete values, reflecting a finite number of ground states.
Specifically, κ is an integer defined modulo ν−1 = 2q.
In fact, the loop operator inside the expectation value
in Eq. (13) can be identified with an operator that trans-
ports a quasiparticle around the cylinder [27]. These loop
operators, known as Wilson loops, are crucial to under-
stand the degeneracy of the FQH state on the torus [13].
To be explicit, one can write a general Wilson loop op-
erator associated with a rectangular loop using the wire
construction approach [27, 113–115] as
W () = W x1y2→y1W
y2
x2→x1W
x2
y1→y2W
y1
x1→x2 , (14)
where each factor transports a quasipar-
ticle along a finite segment, with vertical
segments W xy1→y2 =
∏y2
y=y1+1
e−2iφy(x) =∏y2
y=y1+1
e
− i2q (φ˜y− 1
2
−θ˜
y− 1
2
+φ˜
y+1
2
+θ˜
y+1
2
)
where the pinned
fields give a constant phase factor, and horizontal
segments W yx1→x2 = e
− i2q
∫ x2
x1
∂xθ˜y+1
2 [27]. The nontrivial
algebra satisfied by Wilson loops for non-contractible
+1
y y+1y-11 𝑁𝑤
𝑂0→1
𝑦→𝑦+1
+1 +1 +1
y y+1
𝑂𝑝→𝑝′
𝑦→𝑦+1 = 𝑒2𝑖[𝑝𝜙𝑦−𝑝′𝜙𝑦+1]p p'
0 0 0 000+10…+1 +10
+1
y
= 𝑒−2𝑖𝜙𝑦
bare density tunneling 𝑡⊥
× 𝑒𝑖[𝜃𝑦−𝜃𝑦+1]
FIG. 3. Diagramatic representation of the terms in the sum
over {py, p′y} in Eq. (16) contributing to the amplitude A(Nw)CDW
in Eq. (2).
loops, e.g. W (a)W (b) = W (b)W (a) ei 2pi/(2q) for the
two nontrivial loops a and b on a torus, implies a 2q
degeneracy [13].
We now proceed with the perturbative expansion of
the leading oscillating part of the density [i.e., p = 1 in
Eq. (4)] at a specific leg, which we denote by y0:〈
ρ(1)y0 (x)
〉
=
1
Z
∫
DφDθ ρ(1)y0 (x)
× e
∫
dτ
∫
dx [ ipi ∂xθ ∂τφ−Hˆ0−Hˆint−HˆFQH−δHˆ]
=
1
Z
∫
DφDθ ρ(1)y0 (x)
(
1−
∫
dxdτ δHˆ+ · · ·
)
× e
∫
dτ
∫
dx [ ipi ∂xθ ∂τφ−Hˆ0−Hˆint−HˆFQH] , (15)
where Z is the partition function, Hˆ0, Hˆint, HˆFQH and
δHˆ represent the Hamiltonian densities for Hˆ0, Hˆint,
HˆFQH and δHˆ, respectively, defined by the usual rela-
tion Hˆ =
∫
dx Hˆ. Higher order in δHˆ are contained in
the ellipsis in Eq. (15). We already noted that the zero
order term in δHˆ vanishes, and it corresponds to the FQH
ground state.
To obtain the leading term in perturbation theory,
which we anticipated to be the loop operator in Eq. (12),
we keep only Nw link tunneling operators Oy→y+1pp′ in
Eq. (15), which amount to transporting a particle around
the cylinder. We furthermore choose p and p′ in such a
way to generate the operator e−2iφy for each leg y to
obtain Eq. (12). One obtains
〈
ρ(1)y0 (x)
〉
= 2β1,y0t
Nw
⊥ e
i 2piρ0x
∫ Nw∏
i=1
(dxi dτi)
×
′∑
{py,p′y}
Nw∏
y=1
Cy,y+1py,p′y e
iΦxy e−i(py−p
′
y)2piρ0xy
×
〈
e−2 i φy0 (0,0)
Nw∏
y=1
Oy→y+1py→p′y (xy, τy)
〉
, (16)
where the Hermitian conjugated terms are not shown, in
order to ease the notation. The reason for having the
field φy0 computed at x = 0 in the expectation value
in Eq. (16), while the oscillating factor outside the inte-
6grals is ei 2piρ0x, arises from the fact that, within the per-
turbative scheme, we assume an infinite translationally-
invariant system, and therefore the expectation value is
independent of x.
In order to have a nonzero expectation value in
Eq. (16), since the computation of the expectation
value reduces to that of correlation functions of bosonic
fields [111], the summation
∑′
{py,p′y} is restricted to terms
that satisfy
py − p′y−1 = δy,y0 − 1 , (17)
for all y. Each term in the sum can be depicted as in
Fig. 3. In this diagram, we denote the bare density oper-
ator e−i2φy0 by +1 on wire y, and each arrow corresponds
to an operator Oy→y+1pp′ .
One now proceeds by transforming the original fields
{φy} and {θy} to {φ˜y± 12 } and {θ˜y± 12 } by means of
Eq. (11). Treating the pinned fields {φ˜y± 12 } as con-
stants, one precisely acquires the factor determin-
ing the integer κ in Eq. (13). The final result
of the calculation is the CDW pattern in Eq. (2):
ρ(x) ∼ ρ0 + A(Nw)CDW cos(2pinx − 2piνκ), where, from
Eq. (16), the coefficient has the explicit expression
A
(Nw)
CDW = 2β1,y0t
Nw
⊥
∫ Nw∏
i=1
(dxi dτi)
′∑
{py,p′y}
〈
e−2iφy0 (0,0)
Nw∏
y=1
Cy,y+1py,p′y
[
eiΦxy e−i(py−p
′
y)2piρ0xy O′y→y+1py→p′y (xy, τy)
]〉
, (18)
where the {O′} are obtained from the tunneling link op-
erators in Eq. (7) by performing the transformation in
Eq. (11) and keeping only fluctuating θ˜y+ 12 fields [the
constant φ˜y+ 12 fields are already inside κ, see Eq. (13)].
The strongly fluctuating fields {θ˜y± 12 } in the expectation
value yield a (Nw+1)-point function. It decays exponen-
tially at long distances with a typical correlation length
ξ ∼ v/∆gap determined by the inverse gap ∆gap opened
by the relevant FQH Hamiltonian HˆFQH [63]. For details
of the calculation of the correlation function, the reader
is referred to Appendix A.
In Sec. III E we will present our numerical results on a
CDW state for the Nw = 2 leg ladder. Our goal in the
remainder of this section is to use Eq. (18) to evaluate the
amplitude of the CDW in the anisotropic limit t⊥  t
and later compare the dependence of A
(2)
CDW on t⊥ with
our numerical results.
D. Amplitude of the CDW for the two-leg ladder
We now focus on the two-leg ladder (Nw = 2). As will
be discussed in detail in Sec. III, we consider the FQH
state at filling factor ν = 1/2, i.e. q = 1. In Appendix A,
we compute the three-point correlation function appear-
ing in the CDW amplitude. We obtain
A
(2)
CDW = 2β1,y0t
2
⊥ξ
4v−2
′∑
p1,p′1
C1,2p1,p′1
C2,1p′1−1,p1 Ip1,p
′
1
(ρ0ξ) ,
(19)
where
Ip1,p′1(ρ0ξ) =
∫
dx1dτ1dx2dτ2
× e2piiρ0ξ(x1[2−(p1−p′1)]+x2[2−(p′1−1−p1)])
× e−r01
p1+p
′
1
(2q)2 e
r02
p1+p
′
1−1
(2q)2 e
−r12 (p1+p
′
1)(p1+p
′
1−1)
(2q)2 . (20)
Here, rij =
√
(xi − xj)2 + v2(τi − τj)2 and ri =√
x2i + v
2τ2i , where xi and vτi are dimensionless variables
obtained by xi → xi/ξ, and similarly for τi. In Eq. (20),
the second line contains oscillating factors controlled by
the dimensionless variable κ = ρ0ξ. The third line con-
tains exponential factors which separately either decay or
diverge, but overall the integrand decays exponentially as
any of the coordinates is sent to infinity.
Our focus now is to extract from Eq. (20) the t⊥ de-
pendence of the CDW amplitude. Apart from the ex-
plicit t2⊥ dependence of A
(2)
CDW, the correlation length
ξ = v/∆gap also depends on t⊥ through the energy gap
∆gap ∼ t (t⊥/t)1/(2−XFQH) with 0 < XFQH < 2 being the
scaling dimension of the relevant FQH operator [62, 63].
We thus need to consider the dependence of the integral
I(ρ0ξ) on κ. We have two limits: for κ 1 the oscillating
factors in the integral can be neglected and the integral
acquires a finite value, which is just a dimensionless num-
ber of order unity. The sum over p1, p
′
1, including also
the non-universal coefficients {Cp,p′}, is expected to be fi-
nite. Up to this overall non-universal coefficient, we have
A
(2)
CDW ∼ t2⊥ξ4/v2 for κ→ 0. This limit of short correla-
tion length, however, corresponds to large t⊥ and hence
the wire construction approach which is perturbative in
t⊥ is not immediately valid.
Instead, consider the opposite limit κ  1, i.e.
ρ0ξ  1, corresponding to small t⊥ and to a long cor-
relation length, where the wire construction approach is
7controlled. The oscillating factors in Ip1,p′1(κ) lead to a
suppression of the integral in powers of 1/κ. We estimate
this limit in Appendix B and find that Ip1,p′1(κ) ∝ κ−5.
In this limit, the CDW behaves as
A
(2)
CDW ∼
(
t⊥
t
)2
∆gap
t
∼
(
t⊥
t
)2+ 12−XFQH
. (21)
This dependence on t⊥ for the two-leg ladder case will be
compared with our numerical results in the next section.
Generalizing for Nw wires in Appendix B, we find
A
(Nw)
CDW ∼
(
t⊥
t
)Nw ∆gap
t
∼
(
t⊥
t
)Nw+ 12−XFQH
. (22)
We can see that as expected the CDW amplitude de-
cays exponentially with the number of wires, and van-
ishes in the topological 2D limit of Nw → ∞. This can
be written as e−Nw/N
∗
with transverse correlation length
ξ⊥ ≡ N∗ = 1/ log(t/t⊥). In the anisotropic limit of small
t⊥, the transverse correlation length becomes very small.
This means that even a thin cylinder can be in the topo-
logical regime, see Fig. 1. This of course comes with a
trade-off, since in this limit the energy gap becomes small
too, and so the longitudinal correlation length becomes
large, requiring long systems.
To summarize this section, in the thin cylinder limit
there is a CDW, whose phase shift measures the eigen-
values of the Wilson loop operator. In our calculation,
we assumed that the system is in a specific eigenstate.
On an infinite homogeneous system or on a torus, these
2q states are degenerate. For OBC in the real dimen-
sion x (or j on the lattice), the physics at the bound-
aries can break the degeneracy and the system chooses
one state, as we will see in the next section. Alterna-
tively, consider an infinite cylinder with an extra poten-
tial µj at site j on wire y. In its presence there is a
splitting of the energies of the 2q CDW states such that
E = E(κ) = µj A
(Nw)
CDW cos(2pinj − 2piνκ) + const. This
means, that the exponentially small amplitude A
(Nw)
CDW,
becomes also the coefficient of a term in the Hamiltonian,
that contains the nonlocal Wilson loops. Such local po-
tentials will be utilized in the next chapter to control the
ground states.
III. PRECURSORS OF TOPOLOGY ON THE
BOSONIC TWO-LEG LADDER
In this section, we explore the connection between the
local order parameter regime and the topological regime
in the extremely (quasi 1D) thin limit: a two-leg ladder
(Nw = 2). We present a simple way to measure fractional
charge excitations in the ν = 1/2 Laughlin-like state of
hard-core bosons in the two-leg flux ladder. A possible
way to create and measure fractional excitations with
charge 1/2 is to create interfaces between the two differ-
ent CDW ground states [16–18, 116] that are expected to
arise when a full gap in the low-energy spectrum of the
Laughlin-like state is induced, i.e., by closing the FQH
state on a thin torus. By resorting to an extensive nu-
merical analysis by using a MPS-based algorithm [35],
we create such domains walls in our system and measure
1/2 fractional charge excitations. We argue that such
fractional charge excitations are connected to Laughlin
quasiparticles in the topological regime in the limit of
large Nw or small t⊥/t.
A. Model for fully-gapped Laughlin-like state
In this section, we consider the thin cylinder limit of
the two-leg flux ladder [65, 117]. In order to achieve such
limit, we consider the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) for Nw = 2
with the inclusion of a space-dependent transverse hop-
ping parameter t⊥ → t⊥(j) = t⊥ + tα e−iαj , with real t⊥
and tα:
Hˆ = −t
L−1∑
j=1
∑
y=1,2
bˆ†j,y bˆj+1,y +
L∑
j=1
t⊥(j) bˆ
†
j,2bˆj,1 e
iΦj
+V⊥
L∑
j=1
nˆj,1nˆj,2 + H.c. , (23)
where, in this case, bˆj,y (bˆ
†
j,y) represents the annihilation
(creation) operator of a hard-core boson on site j and
leg y = 1, 2, V⊥ represents an inter-leg density-density
interaction, where nˆj,y = bˆ
†
j,y bˆj,y is the particle density
operator on site j and leg y. In order to induce a full
gap in the low-energy spectrum, as we explain below, we
choose α = 8piρ0.
The fact that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (23) realizes the
thin torus limit on a two-leg ladder can be understood
by expanding the inter-chain hopping operators following
the field theory approach in Sec. II:
Hˆ⊥ =
∫
dx t⊥(x) Ψ
†
2(x)Ψ1(x) e
iΦx + H.c.
=
∫
dx
[
t⊥ eiΦx + tα ei(Φ−α)x
]
×
∑
p,p′
e−i(p−p
′)2piρ0xO1→2pp′ + H.c. . (24)
For a spatially uniform t⊥(x), i.e. tα = 0, only the
FQH operator O1→2pp′ with p′ = −p where p ≡ q =
(2ν)
−1
= 1, which is O1→2p,p′ ∼ ei 2φ˜1/2 [Eq. (A4)], becomes
non-oscillating for filling factor ν = 2piρ0/Φ = 1/2, see
Eqs. (6) and (8), resulting in the gapping of the link
field φ˜ 1
2
. In this case, the model in Eq. (23) is predicted
to display the one-dimensional analog of the Laughlin
state (the Laughlin-like state) when ν = 1/2 [38, 63].
Such state has been detected in the flux ladder by
observing the universal two-cusp behavior of the chi-
ral current and entanglement-related observables (cen-
8tral charge) [64], signalling the Lifshitz commensurate-
incommensurate transition [111] from a standard gapless
phase, to a helical partially-gapped phase, when the com-
mensurability condition Φ = 4piρ0 is met. However, a
direct measurement of excitations with fractional charge
ν = 1/2 has not been provided yet.
The gapping of the second link field φ˜− 12 is achieved
by taking O2→1pp′ with p′ = −p = (2ν)−1 = 1, i.e.,
O2→1p,p′ ∼ ei 2φ˜−1/2 in the expansion in Eq. (24). This
latter term, which is always oscillating for tα = 0 and
therefore irrelevant, can be made non-oscillating at the
ν = 1/2 Laughlin-like state instability by the presence of
the additional oscillating phase ei(Φ−α)x when tα 6= 0 in
Eq. (24), by choosing α = 8piρ0 = 2Φ. A similar mecha-
nism was used in Ref. [107]. In the following, we choose
tα = t⊥. In this case, around the commensurability con-
dition Φ = 4piρ0, both fields φ˜± 12 are gapped, and the
fully-gapped ν = 1/2 Laughlin-like state is achieved.
B. Numerical results
In this section, we discuss our numerical results. In
order to obtain the ground state of the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (23), we use the MPS-based algorithm following the
same scheme as in Ref. [64]. We recall below the pro-
cedure for the sake of completeness. We consider OBC
along the j direction, and we initialize the system in a
random MPS state with initial bond link Din = 150, and
then perform an imaginary-time evolution up to time
100 t−1 with maximum bond link Dim,max = 200. The
ground state of the system is found after a local varia-
tional search in the MPS space sweeping the chain until
convergence is reached, i.e., until the ground-state energy
approaches a constant value. In our simulations we fix
the number of lattice sites L along the j direction, which
corresponds to the number of plaquettes, the gauge flux
Φ, the transverse tunnelling amplitude t⊥, the on-site
interaction strength V⊥, and the maximum value of the
bond link in the variational procedure, Dmax, which we
use to approximate the final MPS ground state. Also,
since the total number of particles N = 〈∑j ∑m nˆj,m〉
is a conserved quantity, in our numerical simulations we
work at fixed N . The hard-core-boson constraint is im-
plemented by limiting the dimension of the local Hilbert
space to 4, on each rung (see Fig. 2). As argued in
Ref. [64], the choice of the value of Dmax plays a cru-
cial role in the computation of the entanglement entropy,
but has a less drastic effect on the computation of lo-
cal and two-point correlators, such as densities or chiral
currents. In what follows, if not explicit, we use t as a
reference energy scale, and set ~ = 1.
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FIG. 4. Data series for (a) 〈nˆj,1nˆj,2〉 and (b) ∑y=1,2〈nˆj,y〉,
with j around j = 130, for a simulation with L = 240,
N = 100 (i.e., n = N/L = 5/12), t⊥ = 10−1 t, V⊥ = 30 t and
Φ/pi ' 0.832. The expectation values are computed on the
|ΨCDW1〉 ground state (blue data) or on the |ΨCDW2〉 ground
state (red data), see text. The two CDWs, which appear with
spatial period λ = 12 on the lattice, are numerically obtained
by using a boundary chemical potential µ = −0.4 t, on the
left chain end only, on two sites: j = 6, 18 for the blue data
(i.e., j0 = 6 and r = 0, 1), and j = 12, 24 for the red data
(i.e., j0 = 12 and r = 0, 1).
C. Controlling the ground state using external
local chemical potentials
We first present numerical data for L = 240, N = 100
(i.e., n = N/L = 5/12), t⊥ = 10−1 t, V⊥ = 30 t and set
Φ/pi ' 0.832 in order to drive the system to the commen-
surate Laughlin-like state Φ/pi = 4ρ0 = 2n. With such
large value of L, since we are not interested in measuring
entanglement-related observables, we use Dmax = 200 in
order to reduce the numerical complexity of the problem.
We measure both the total particle densities,
∑
y nˆj,y,
and the local product of the two densities, nˆj,1nˆj,2. As
we see from Eq. (12), for the ν = 1/2 Laughlin-like state,
the two ground states consist of two CDWs with equal
spatial period λ ∝ 1/(2ρ0) (which is numerically obtained
from the CDW data, and it is of λ = 12 sites in our case,
and sites within a period identify a unit cell) related to
the particle density n = 2ρ0, but one is shifted by 6 sites
(i.e., half unit cell, λ/2) with respect to the other one:
9we call these two ground states |ΨCDW1〉 and |ΨCDW2〉.
Because of OBC along the j direction, these two states
are in fact not exactly degenerate for a finite system.
In order to select one of the two admitted CDW pat-
terns, and therefore control the ground state at which
the algorithm converges, we add to the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (23) a local chemical potential of the form Hˆloc =∑
j
∑
y=1,2 µj , where µj = µ < 0 for j = j0 + rλ, for
some integer r and j0, whereas µj = 0 otherwise. Specif-
ically, we put a nonzero chemical potential only on a few
sites close to the boundaries of the system. The selec-
tion of the ground state is therefore understood: if for a
given j0 the numerical algorithm converges to |ΨCDW1〉,
the convergence to the other ground state |ΨCDW2〉 is
enforced by using for example j0 → j0 + λ/2.
The data of the simulations are shown in Fig. 4. In
particular, we show in panel (a) the data series for
〈nˆj,1nˆj,2〉, and
∑
y=1,2〈nˆj,y〉 in panel (b), using the pa-
rameters listed in the caption. The fact that 〈nˆj,1nˆj,2〉 ∑
y=1,2〈nˆj,y〉 is a consequence of the large value of V⊥
that we use [64]. The data are shown as a function of the
site label j, and we focus only on some bulk sites around
site j = 130 for clarity. The expectation values are com-
puted on the |ΨCDW1〉 ground state (blue data) or on
the |ΨCDW2〉 ground state (red data). The two CDWs
are numerically obtained by using a boundary chemical
potential µ = −0.4 t, on the left chain end only, on two
sites: j = 6, 18 for the blue data, and j = 12, 24 for the
red data. We therefore obtain two perfect CDWs, suffi-
ciently far away from the chain ends, with period λ = 12
and that are shifted by λ/2 = 6 sites, as predicted by the
bosonization arguments presented in Sec. II.
D. Two-domain-wall structure and fractional
charge measurement
The data in Fig. 4 suggest that we can enforce a given
CDW ground state by applying a local chemical poten-
tial on some sites of the chain. By extending such argu-
ment, we can selectively enforce different CDWs in dif-
ferent sub-regions of the system by combining different
local chemical potentials on different parts of the chains,
therefore creating domain walls, i.e., interfaces between
the two different CDW patterns, which host fractional
1/2 charge excitation. Because of the conservation of
the total number of particles, in order to ensure that the
overall density is conserved, the minimal configuration
consists of two domain walls that carry fractional charge
±1/2 and ∓1/2, respectively.
This is done as sketched in Fig. 5: the local chemical
potential is applied at some sites close to the edges and
close to the sites at mid-chain, i.e., the bulk sites. At
the edges, one uses µ
(R,L)
j = j0 + rR,Lλ for some inte-
ger rR and rL such that µj = µ = −0.4 t only for j in
the vicinity of the right or left edge, respectively, and
zero otherwise, whereas the bulk chemical potential is
shifted by λ/2 sites with respect to the edge chemical
j
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FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the formation of the do-
main wall on the two-leg ladder. Grey dots represents the
sites of the chains along the longitudinal direction j, cyan
lines are the t and t⊥ links, and yellow sites are the sites
at which local chemical potential is applied. (a) One of the
two CDW patterns in Eq. (2), e.g. |ΨCDW,1〉, can be chosen
by applying the local potential only on sites with a relative
distance equal to the size of the unit cell λ. (b) From the
configuration as in panel (a), the local chemical potential on
the central region of the ladder is displaced by λ/2 with re-
spect to the previous configuration, therefore enforcing the
other CDW pattern, |ΨCDW,2〉, whereas on the two outer re-
gions |ΨCDW,1〉 is chosen as before. Domain walls (green and
red plane), carrying opposite fractional charge ±ν, are found
at the interfaces between the different ground states. Notice
that the value of λ = 4 used in the figure is chosen merely for
graphical purposes, and it does not reflect the actual value
λ = 12 used in the numerical simulation (see text).
potentials, i.e., µ
(B)
j = j0 + λ/2 + rBλ, for rB such that
µj = µ = −0.4 t only for j in the vicinity of the sites at
mid-chain, whereas it is zero otherwise. Since the domain
walls are expected to have a finite correlation length ξ,
we need to use a sufficiently large value of L that allows
us to clearly resolve two domain walls, while keeping a
reasonable numerical complexity, which is also granted
by using a not too large value of the bond link Dmax.
For this simulation, we therefore use L = 480, N = 200,
t⊥ = 10−1 t, V⊥ = 30 t, Φ/pi ' 0.832 and Dmax = 200.
In order to measure the excess or depletion of charge
(density) at each domain wall, we resort to the computa-
tion of the total particle density,
∑
y=1,2〈nˆj,y〉. By using
Eqs. (4) and (A5), the total excess charge between two
points x1 and x2 > x1 such that the domain wall is found
in between these two points is
Q =
∫ x2
x1
dx
∑
y=1,2
(ρy − ρ0) = − 1
pi
∑
y=1,2
∫ x2
x1
dx ∂xφy
= ν∆κ . (25)
This means that interfaces between CDWs localize frac-
tional charges ν.
The numerical procedure that we follow in order to
measure the fractional charge ν is the following: (i)
we simulate the Hamiltonian Eq. (23) with only an
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FIG. 6. Numerical simulation of the domain wall formation and measurement of the fractional charge. We use L = 480,
N = 200, t⊥ = 10−1 t, V⊥ = 30 t, Φ/pi ' 0.832 and Dmax = 200. We show (a) the total density
∑
y=1,2〈nˆj,y〉 measured on
|ΨCDW1〉 (without domain walls) and (b) measured with two domain walls, as explained in Fig. 5. We highlight in the panel
the two domain walls, left (L) and right (R) by the green and red shaded area, respectively. The position of the high peaks
in the CDW patterns correspond to the sites where µ
(L)
j , µ
(B)
j and µ
(R)
j are applied, see text. (c) Local density variation δnj
[Eq. (27)] computed by subtracting the smeared density in (a) from that in panel (b). The excess and depletion of particle
density in the vicinity of the domain walls appear. The smearing procedure is done by using the Gaussian kernel in Eq. (C2)
with σ = 3λ = 36.
edge chemical potential [e.g., µ
(L)
j ] and obtain the pat-
tern of the CDW without domain walls, i.e., nj,1 =∑
y=1,2〈ΨCDW1 |nˆj,y|ΨCDW1〉 [Fig. 6, panel (a)]. Then
(ii) we put three local chemical potentials, µ
(L)
j , µ
(B)
j
and µ
(R)
j on the left edge, bulk, and right edge sites,
respectively, such that the edge chemical potentials lo-
cally enforce the |ΨCDW1〉 pattern at the left and right
chain ends, whereas the bulk chemical potential is shifted
by λ/2 = 6 sites with respect to the edge ones in or-
der to locally enforce the |ΨCDW2〉 pattern, creating
two domain walls where the two patterns merge (recall
Fig. 5). We call |ΨDW〉 the resulting ground state. The
resulting pattern of the total particle density, nj,DW =∑
y=1,2〈ΨDW|nˆj,y|ΨDW〉, is shown in Fig. 6, panel (b).
The fractional charge is measured by first comput-
ing the macroscopic (smeared) densities nj → ns,j =∑
hKj,hnh where Kj,h ∝ e−(j−h)
2/(2σ2) [Eq. (C1)] from
nj,1 and nj,DW, by using the Gaussian kernel in Eq. (C2),
with a given variance σ. In order to ensure the correct
normalization of the kernel, and therefore the conserva-
tion of the number of particle after the smearing proce-
dure, we use L0 = 250 auxiliary ghost sites on both chain
ends in the computation of the macroscopic densities, see
Appendix C for more details. We then define
ns,j,1 =
L+L0∑
h=−L0
Kj,h nh,1
ns,j,DW =
L+L0∑
h=−L0
Kj,h nh,DW
, (26)
where j = −L0, . . . , L + L0 and sites for j < 0 and
j > L = 480 should be intended as ghost sites. The pre-
cise j dependence of the smeared quantities in Eq. (26)
depends, in this case, on the choice of the width σ of the
kernel. In order not to be sensitive to variations of the
density on length scales of the order of the lattice con-
stant a, while resolving single domain walls, we see that
σ should be chosen such that a < σ < ξ. Specifically, σ
is chosen to be of the order of one unit cell. From the
macroscopic quantities in Eq. (26), we define
δnj = ns,j,DW − ns,j,1 . (27)
The behavior of δnj is shown in Fig. 6, panel (c), in
particular for σ = 3λ = 36. The site jS that separates
the two regions of the two domain walls is estimated by
the condition δnjS = 0. From the data in Fig. 6, we
therefore compute the charge excess or depletion at the
two domain walls as
QL =
jS∑
j=−L0
δnj QR =
L+L0∑
j=jS
δnj . (28)
The numerical computation of the excess of density
at the domain walls is reported in Fig. 7. We show QL
(blue data) and −QR (red data) as in Eq. (28) using
different values of σ in Eq. (C2), for the domain walls
in Fig. 6. We see that, for σ of the order of the lattice
spacing a = 1, the computed charge fluctuates, and then
it becomes a monotonous decreasing function of σ, with
QL ' −QR. For λ . σ . 3λ, the computed charges are
in good agreement with the expected value QL,R = ±1/2.
We stress that the correct measurement of ν is pro-
vided only for a < σ < ξ. Indeed, for σ ∼ a, the mi-
croscopic fluctuations are resolved and the form of δnj
in Fig. 6, panels (c), will not be a smooth function of
j, whereas for σ sufficiently larger than ξ, the procedure
would also include sites that are not part of the domain
walls, and such inclusion will prevent us from clearly re-
solving the single domain walls, as required by Eq. (27).
This is evident in the σ → ∞ limit: Indeed, we expect
ns,j,DW = ns,j,1 in the very large σ limit, since the re-
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FIG. 7. Value of the fractional charge for the left (blue data)
and right (red data) domain wall in Fig. 6, computed using
Eq. (26) and (28), as a function of σ in Eq. (C2) in units of
the lattice constant a = 1. We see that, for σ of the order of
the lattice spacing a = 1, the computed charge fluctuates, and
then it becomes a monotonous decreasing function of σ, and
QL ' −QR is correctly found. For λ . σ . 3λ, the computed
charges agree with the expected value QL,R = ±1/2.
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FIG. 8. Numerical data for A
(2)
CDW ≡ maxj∈I〈
∑
y nˆj,y〉−N/L,
where I = [∆L : L−∆L] is a subregion of the chain to which
the sites close to the ends have been removed, in order to
avoid boundary effects. The data are obtained by simulating
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (23) with the same parameters as in
Fig. 4. In the inset, we show the data rescaled in log-log
scale. The uncertainties are the standard deviation obtained
by computing A
(2)
CDW with different values of ∆L.
sults tend to be independent of j and equal to N .
E. Amplitude of the CDW as a function of t⊥
We now present our numerical results on the depen-
dence of A
(2)
CDW on t⊥ (see Sec. II D). The data are
shown in Fig. 8, using the same parameters as in Fig. 4,
and by varying t⊥ over three orders of magnitude, from
t⊥ = 10−3 to t⊥ = 1. The amplitude of the CDW
A
(2)
CDW is computed from the spatial pattern of the to-
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FIG. 9. Numerical data for 〈nˆj〉 −N/L, where nˆj =∑y nˆj,y,
as a function of j, for j around j = L/2 = 60 and not including
the chain ends, for Nw = 2 (left, blue data) and Nw = 3
(right, red data). The numerical parameters that we use are
t⊥ = 10−1 t, V⊥ = 30 t, Φ/pi ' 0.832 and Dmax = 200, as in
the previous simulations, and L = 120 in order to reduce the
numerical complexity of the problem. We keep ρ0 constant
in order to obtain the FQH instability at the same value of
Φ as before, thus we use N = 50 (n = 5/12) for Nw = 2,
and N = 75 (n = 5/8) for Nw = 3. Accordingly, we find
in both cases a CDW pattern with spatial period λ = 12
(Nw = 2) and λ = 8 (Nw = 3), with decreasing amplitude as
a function ofNw. We numerically estimate (see also Sec. III E)
A
(2)
CDW ' 5.9× 10−2 and A(3)CDW ' 4.7× 10−2.
tal density 〈∑y nˆj,y〉 to which we subtract the average
density, i.e., A
(2)
CDW ≡ maxj∈I〈
∑
y nˆj,y〉 − N/L, where
I = [∆L : L−∆L] is a subregion of the chain to which the
boundary sites ∆L < L are removed, in order to avoid
boundary effects. For clarity, the data are reported in
log-log scale in the inset. The uncertainties on the data
are given by the standard deviation computed by extract-
ing A
(2)
CDW several times by changing the value of ∆L.
We stress that the bosonization prediction in Eq. (21)
is valid in the anisotropic limit t⊥/t  1 and in the
thermodynamic limit L → ∞. Differently from what
is predicted in Eq. (21), our data for small t⊥ satu-
rate to some finite value. This is because, in the limit
t⊥/t → 0, the correlation length diverges, ξ → ∞. This
fact implies that the CDW amplitude is stabilized to its
constant bulk value only beyond a number of sites that
is sufficiently larger than ξ. Explicitly, the condition
L  ξ ∼ (t⊥/t)−
1
2−XFQH , for the smallest values of t⊥/t
that we used and for XFQH ∼ 3/2 [63], requires L 106.
We conclude that, with the limited value of L = 240 (i.e.,
of the order of L = 102) that we use in the numerical sim-
ulation, we do not have a sufficient range of L in the limit
t⊥/t 1 to fit the power law of Eq. (21). A much larger
value of L would be therefore needed in order to test the
scaling as in Eq. (21), but it is unfortunately beyond our
numerical possibilities.
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F. Amplitude of the CDW for Nw = 2 and Nw = 3
Before concluding this section, we discuss the de-
pendence of the amplitude of the CDW as the num-
ber of wires Nw is increased. The interaction Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (1) takes the general form Hˆint =
V⊥
∑
j
∑
y<y′ nˆj,ynˆj,y′ .
We show our numerical results in Fig. 9. The numeri-
cal data of A
(Nw)
CDW are obtained as discussed in Sec. III E.
In these simulations, we use t⊥ = 10−1 t and V⊥ = 30 t
as before, and keep ρ0 constant in order to have the FQH
instability at the same value of Φ used in the previous sec-
tions (Φ/pi ' 0.832). The simulations in Fig. 9 are per-
formed without external chemical potentials, and there-
fore, because of OBC in the real dimension, the algorithm
converges to the CDW with the lowest energy (see also
Sec. III C).
We fix Dmax = 200 and, in order to reduce the nu-
merical complexity of the problem, in particular for the
simulations with Nw = 3, for which the hard-core-boson
constraint is implemented by using a dimension of the
local Hilbert space equal to 8 on each rung, we keep
L = 120 for both simulations. Accordingly, we use
N = 50 (n = 5/12) forNw = 2, andN = 75 (n = 5/8) for
Nw = 3. As expected from Eq. (2), in both cases, we ob-
serve a CDW pattern with spatial period λ ∝ 1/(Nwρ0).
In particular, on the lattice, we numerically find λ = 12
(for Nw = 2) and λ = 8 (for Nw = 3) sufficiently far
away from the chain ends.
From our numerical result, we observe that
A
(2)
CDW > A
(3)
CDW (in particular, we numerically es-
timate A
(2)
CDW ' 5.9 × 10−2 and A(3)CDW ' 4.7 × 10−2),
which is compatible with Eq. (22). In order to further
corroborate this result, a deeper numerical analysis of
the scaling of the CDW amplitude with Nw is needed.
In addition to the exponential increase of the local
Hilbert space (2Nw on each rung), this may require
also the increase of Dmax in order to ensure the correct
convergence of the algorithm. This is for the moment
beyond our numerical possibilities, and we leave this
task for future work.
IV. NON-ABELIAN ZERO MODES IN 1D
In the previous sections, we analytically and numeri-
cally discussed in detail the emergence of a CDW in thin
FQH cylinders as a function of system parameters, such
as the width Nw and the inter-wire hopping t⊥. Our
analytical analysis building on the wire construction ap-
proach allowed us to connect the phase of the charge
density wave, a notably local order parameter, with the
eigenvalue of non-local Wilson loop operators, signifying
non-local topological degeneracy. In the thick cylinder
limit, the amplitude of the local CDW decays exponen-
tially with Nw. Thus, we have explicitly described the
crossover between the topological and non-topological
regimes of a FQH state with finite dimensions.
In this section, we extend the discussion to more gen-
eral geometry, specifically to higher-genus surfaces, on
which the FQH state can be embedded. In these general
surfaces, additional Wilson loop operators exist and char-
acterize a topological degeneracy in infinite-size limit.
However, as any of the dimensions becomes finite and
small, based on the previous sections we may deduce a
crossover to a local order parameter, where the various
quasi-degenerate states can be distinguished by CDWs
with different phases. Based on this connection, the goal
of this section is to revisit the possibility to realize non-
Abelian zero modes in 1D, despite of the apparently for-
bidding no-go theorems.
Specifically, in the spirit of Barkeshli et al. [83–85, 91],
we consider extrinsic non-Abelian twist defects, also
known as genons. We show that these genons in 1D are
the pre-topological limit of true anyonic modes occurring
in the 2D limit. The splitting of the associated degen-
eracy can be controlled by the effective width Nw and
parametrically by controlling the transverse correlation
length N∗.
A. Wilson loops on higher-genus surfaces
Let us imagine creating lattice defects and test how the
pre-topological FQH state responds. One of the simplest
examples of a genon-like topological defect is illustrated
in Fig. 10, panel (a), where the central region of a four-
leg ladder is transformed into a pair of two-leg ladders.
In the continuum limit shown in Fig. 10, panel (b), this
would be equivalent to increasing the genus of the mani-
fold by creating an extra handle. In addition to the loop c
winding around the cylinder, we now have a loop a wind-
ing around the new hole, and a loop b circulating around
one of the smaller cylinders forming the handle. Loops a
and b intersect at one point. Consequently, an additional
2q-fold degeneracy is associated with this handle, as can
be formally seen by constructing Wilson loops W (a) and
W (b) and showing that they satisfy the magnetic algebra
W (a)W (b) = W (b)W (a) ei 2pi/(2q). However, this degen-
eracy is not exact in a finite system.
As explained in the end of Sec. II, any small impurity
coupling to the local density will immediately split the
degeneracy of the cylinder, adding a Wilson-loop term
Hˆ = −AcW (c) + H.c. to the ground state Hamiltonian.
The amplitude of this term is exponentially small in the
length of this loop, Nw. Similarly, for any finite 2D man-
ifold such as Fig. 10, panel (b), the Hamiltonian acting
within the ground-state subspace is
HˆGS = −
∑
C
ACW (C) + H.c. , (29)
where C runs over all non-contractible loops. This Hamil-
tonian leads to splitting of the degeneracy by an amount
proportional to AC . For a rectangular loop of dimensions
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FIG. 10. Lattice defects X creating high genus surfaces behave
as Z2q parafermions [84]. The splitting of their associated
ground states is exponentially small in lengths of loops b or
c× b−1.
LC ×NC , where LC is a distance along the wires, and NC
is a distance perpendicular to the wires, the amplitude
of a Wilson loop in Eq. (29) in terms of its length is
AC ∼ e−NC/N∗e−LC/ξ . (30)
Thus, while in the previous sections we have obtained
explicitly the Wilson loop operator in Eq. (13) for the
CDW along an infinite cylinder, in this section, we con-
jecture that any Wilson loop in a general geometry, such
as the one in Fig. 10, represents a phase of a CDW in the
limit where the length of the loop is small. For example,
the eigenvalues of Wilson loops b and c × b−1 represent
CDW phases along the individual top and bottom cylin-
ders, respectively. The Wilson loop a, in the limit where
the hole in Fig. 10 is small, represents another CDW pat-
tern. Crucially, the non-commutativity of Wilson loop
operators, implies that one can not measure simultane-
ously these CDWs.
B. Non-Abelian modes bound to lattice defects in
thin cylinders
While the entire discussion can be made in terms of
the Wilson loop operators, which play a central role in
this paper, Wilson loop operators, specifically W (a) and
W (b) are formally related to parafermionic genons [84].
While Wilson loop operators are gauge invariant, one
can construct non-gauge-invariant operators with sup-
port near the point defects [X in Fig. 10, panel (a)]
which are parafermionic operators with quantum dimen-
sion
√
2q [84]. Denoting these parafermionic operators by
χj , j = 1, 2, one can symbolically write W (a) = χ
†
1χ2.
We now wish to use our results, specifically Eq. (30),
to show that the degeneracy associated with the hole in
Fig. 10 can not be exact, precisely because the system
is 1D, but it can be made exponentially exact. With
the above formal connection to zero-modes, this will
make our point that, despite of the no-go theorems, non-
Abelian zero modes with exponential protection can be
de facto realized in 1D.
Imagine taking the length of such a quasi-1D system
with a hole to infinity, La → ∞. In this case the am-
plitude Aa of the a-loop is vanishingly small. One may
naively deduce that the two parafermions are spatially
separated and hence topologically protected. However
this is not true, since the system is 1D. Indeed, we have
a small Wilson loop b, which does not commute with
W (a), whose amplitude in the Hamiltonian is propor-
tional to e−(Nw/2)/N
∗
and thus it is only suppressed by
the width of the system. Thus it will generically ap-
pear in the Hamiltonian and split the degeneracy. The
analysis of Sec. II shows that the associated states corre-
spond to a CDW order appearing on the small cylinders
forming the handle. On the other hand, upon increasing
Nw, but still keeping it finite, one can readily reach the
regime whereby the CDW order is effectively no longer
detectable, and hence the parafermionic zero modes be-
come de facto topological.
Envisioning quantum information applications, one
could potentially control N∗, which depends on system
parameters such as t⊥, thus driving the system across the
topological-nontopological crossover. Quantum informa-
tion can then be read in the latter regime whereas it can
be stored and manipulated in the former. We discuss in
Appendix D possible manipulations with multiple holes.
The discussion in this section was limited to general ar-
guments, which allowed us to draw generic conclusions.
On the other hand, a detailed analytical as well as nu-
merical analysis would be essential to predict specific
protocols for manipulations of these genons. A num-
ber of important points have remained unexplored, such
as quantum superpositions of non-commuting CDWs
(eigenstates of non-commuting Wilson loops). We leave
this formidable task for future study.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we discussed the crossover between the
1D Laughlin-like state and the 2D Laughlin state on a
torus, focusing on flux-ladder setups. This dimensional
crossover has been analyzed by means of a wire construc-
tion, specifically, by considering a flux ladder with Nw
wires subjected to an effective gauge field. In the thin
torus limit of Nw = 2, the bosonic Laughlin-like state at
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filling factor ν = 1/(2q) displays 2q degenerate ground
states that can be locally distinguished by the local par-
ticle density, and are given by CDWs whose spatial pe-
riod is related to the total particle density in the system.
Using bosonization arguments, we demonstrated that the
amplitude of such CDWs is exponentially suppressed as
the number of legs increases, i.e., when approaching the
2D topological Laughlin state.
We analyzed in detail the thin torus limit of the bosonic
ν = 1/2 Laughlin-like state in the two-leg flux ladder.
Starting from the chiral Laughlin-like state studied in
previous work, the thin torus geometry was achieved by
including an additional inter-leg hopping with an addi-
tional gauge flux that depends on the particle density,
such that a full gap in the low-energy spectrum of the
Laughlin-like state is induced. By means of numerical
simulations based on MPS, we have been able to simu-
late this thin torus limit of the ν = 1/2 Laughlin-like
state. By locally controlling the CDW pattern in differ-
ent subregions of the ladder, we simulated domain walls
between the two (quasi-)degenerate ground states, which
allowed us to measure the fractional charge excitations
with charge |ν| = 1/2. Using bosonization arguments
to analize the fate of the CDWs in the two-dimensional
Nw → ∞ limit, we interpreted such fractional charge
excitations in the two-leg flux ladder as precursors of
topological fractional excitations in the bosonic ν = 1/2
Laughlin state. We also compared the numerical results
of the CDW amplitude for Nw = 2 and Nw = 3, and we
indeed observed that the CDW amplitude decreases with
Nw. Finally, we discussed the possibility of hosting un-
protected non-Abelian zero modes in ladder setups. Such
modes are pre-topological analogues of topologically pro-
tected genons, i.e., non-Abelian twist defects in a bilayer
Laughlin state in 2D.
The advantage of focusing on flux ladders stems from
the fact that these systems are of direct relevance and
at the nowadays reach in ultra-cold atom experiments,
either employing real or synthetic dimensions. Focus-
ing on the latter case, the longitudinal direction of the
ladder is generated by counter-propagating lasers that
create an optical lattice, which controls the longitudinal
hopping parameter t, in which atoms are loaded, and the
transverse (synthetic) dimension is generated by exploit-
ing some internal atomic quantum numbers. Additional
clock or Raman beams are used to induce transitions be-
tween such internal states, where t⊥ and Φ are controlled
by the intensity of the additional beam and its angle
of incidence relative to the longitudinal direction of the
ladder, respectively. Our two-leg ladder setups employ
an additional gauge-flux term to close the Laughlin-like
state on a thin torus that can be realized by a secondary
Raman beam with a different angle of incidence, which
depends on the particle density.
Quantum gas microscopes can provide a single-site
high-resolution of the particle density that, on the one
hand, allows to measure the particle density with high
accuracy, and then determine the angle of incidence of
the secondary Raman beams, and, on the other hand,
allows to visualize the CDW pattern along the ladder
(see Ref. [64] and references therein), and therefore mea-
sure the fractional excitations. Moreover, one can envi-
sion proper engineering of optical superlattices in order
to generate the local chemical potentials that we used,
and then control the CDW pattern along certain portions
of the ladder. Finally, synthetic dimension in cold-atom
setups offers a flexible platform to realize ladder configu-
rations with non-trivial topology [118, 119], which is ob-
tained by properly engineering the connectivity between
different synthetic states. This allows us to reasonably
envision the experimental realization of the topological
defects discussed in this work.
In order to further establish this 1D-to-2D crossover, a
deeper numerical analysis extended to the case of many
coupled wires, also reproducing the presence of lattice
defects, and/or to very large systems is a highly desirable
goal. This subject is left for future studies.
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Appendix A: Evaluating the correlation function in
Eq. (18)
In this appendix, we report the evaluation of the cor-
relation function in Eq. (18).
1. Nw-leg ladder
The strongly fluctuating fields {θ˜y± 12 } yield a (Nw+1)-
point function that decays exponentially at long distance
with a typical correlation length ξ ∼ v/∆gap determined
by the inverse gap ∆gap opened by the relevant FQH
Hamiltonian HˆFQH [63]. To evaluate it we use a simple
massive approximation for correlation functions [111]:
Nw∏
y=1
〈
e
i
∑
j B
(y)
j θ˜j,y+1
2
〉
'
Nw∏
y=1
e
1
2
∑
i<j B
(y)
i B
(y)
j
√
x2
ij
+v2τ2
ij
ξ ,
(A1)
where we use the notation θ˜j,y+ 12 ≡ θ˜y+ 12 (xj , τj), xij =|xi−xj | and τij = |τi− τj |. Here, j = 0, 1, . . . , Nw labels
the Nw + 1 space-time points, where j = 0 corresponds
to the bare density operator (x = 0 and τ = 0), and 1 ≤
15
j ≤ Nw correspond to the other Nw fields at space-time
points (xj , τj) arising in the perturbative calculation.
To find the B’s coefficients in Eq. (A1), we observe
that for j = 0 we have the operator e−2 i φy0 , so using
Eq. (11) we have
B
(y)
0 = −δy,y0−1
1
2q
+ δy,y0
1
2q
. (A2)
For 1 ≤ j ≤ Nw we consider the operator Oj→j+1pj→p′j (xj , τj).
Using Eq. (11), we have
B
(y)
j = δy,j
pj + p
′
j
2q
+δy,j−1
(
1
2
− pj
2q
)
+ δy,j+1
(
−1
2
− p
′
j
2q
)
. (A3)
Using Eq. (17), we can see that
∑
j B
(y)
j = 0 for any y.
2. Two-leg ladder
We now focus on the two-leg ladder, Nw = 2. We
consider filling factor ν = 1/2, i.e. q = 1, described by
two pairs of conjugate fields:
2 φ˜ 1
2
(x) = θ1 − θ2 + 2q (φ1 + φ2)
2 θ˜ 1
2
(x) = θ1 + θ2 + 2q (φ1 − φ2)
2 φ˜− 12 (x) = θ2 − θ1 + 2q (φ1 + φ2)
2 θ˜− 12 (x) = θ2 + θ1 + 2q (φ2 − φ1) ,
(A4)
where we denoted by 1/2 the link between 1 and 2, and
by −1/2 the other link, and the inverse of this transfor-
mation is
4q φ1 = φ˜− 12 − θ˜− 12 + φ˜ 12 + θ˜ 12
2 θ1 = −φ˜− 12 + θ˜− 12 + φ˜ 12 + θ˜ 12
4q φ2 = φ˜ 1
2
− θ˜ 1
2
+ φ˜− 12 + θ˜− 12
2 θ2 = −φ˜ 1
2
+ θ˜ 1
2
+ φ˜− 12 + θ˜− 12 .
(A5)
A special feature of theNw = 2 case is that for p = p
′ = 0
the link operators Oy→y+1pp′ involve gapped fields only.
Indeed, these link operators contain θ1− θ2 = φ˜ 1
2
− φ˜− 12 .
Using Eq. (17), and by taking y0 = 1 without loss of
generality, one has p2 = p
′
1−1 and p′2 = p1, and then the
CDW amplitude Eq. (18) for the two-leg ladder is
A
(2)
CDW =2β1,y0t
2
⊥
∫
dx1 dτ1 dx2 dτ2
′∑
p1,p′1
C1,2p1,p′1
C2,1p′1−1,p1
× ei[Φ−i(p1−p′1)2piρ0]x1ei[Φ−i(p′1−1−p1)2piρ0]x2
×
〈
e−2iφ1(0,0)ei(2p1φ1−2p
′
1φ2)x1,τ1 ei[2(p
′
1−1)φ2−2p1φ1]x2,τ2
〉
.
(A6)
The operator O0→0 is a constant for the two-leg ladder,
and should not be included, hence (p1, p
′
1) 6= (0, 0) and
(p′1−1, p1) 6= (0, 0). Similarly (p1, p′1) 6= (1,−1) or (−1, 1)
which are the two FQH operators. Using Eqs. (A1)
and (A5), one has
B
1
2
0 =
1
2q
B
− 12
0 = −
1
2q
B
1
2
1 = −B−
1
2
1 =
p1 + p
′
1
2q
B
1
2
2 = −B−
1
2
2 = −
p1 + p
′
1 − 1
2q
, (A7)
satisfying
∑
j B
(y)
j = 0 for any y. Thus, at filling factor
ν = 1/2, one has Φ = 4piρ0, and then using Eq. (A1), we
obtain the integral given in Eq. (19) in the main text.
Appendix B: Evaluation of the strongly oscillating
integral I(κ) in Eq. (20)
In this appendix, we report the explicit calculation of
the integral determining the amplitude of the CDW in
Eq. (20). Consider the integral in Eq. (20) in the limit
of large κ. The goal of this appendix is to show that it
decays as 1/κ5. Thus, A
(2)
CDW ∼ (t⊥/t)2(∆gap/t). Also,
for the Nw > 2 generalization of this integral (with a
prefactor ξ2Nw pulled out), we will obtain a 1/κ2Nw+1
decay so that A
(Nw)
CDW ∼ (t⊥/t)Nw(∆gap/t).
The simplest way to evaluate strongly oscillatory inte-
grals is integration by parts. To illustrate this, consider
the integral
I[f(x), k] =
∫ ∞
0
eikxf(x) dx =
∞∑
m=0
(
1
ik
)m+1
f (m)(0) .
(B1)
Here, eikx is the strongly oscillating function in the limit
of large k, and f(x) is some smooth function. The expan-
sion involves the value of f (0)(x) = f(x) and its deriva-
tives f (m)(x) = ∂mx f(x) at x = 0. To derive this ex-
pansion, one repeatedly writes the strongly oscillating
function as eikx = (ik)
−1
(d eikx/dx) and integrates by
parts. This can be readily checked for simple functions
such as f(x) = xpe−x. Note that if f(x) is continuous
and finite for x ∈ (−∞,∞) then the expansion of the
integral as k → 0 can be non-analytical; for example
for f(x) = 1/(1 + x2), we have I[f(x), k] ∝ e−k which
16
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FIG. 11. Illustration of change of variables in Eq. (B6).
is not analytic at k → ∞. We now bring our integral
Ip1,p′1(ρ0ξ) to a form where we can use the integration
by parts method with respect to a single semi-infinite
variable.
1. Performing analytically one integral
Going to polar coordinates x1 = r1 cos(θ1), t1 =
r1 sin(θ1) and similarly for x2 and t2, and using r12 =√
[r1 in(θ12)]2 + [r2 − r1 cos(θ12)]2 with θ12 = θ1 − θ2,
we have
Ip1,p′1(κ) =
∫ ∞
0
dr1 r1
∫ ∞
0
dr2 r2
∫ 2pi
0
dθ1
∫ 2pi
0
dθ2
× e2piiκ(r1 cos(θ1)[2−(p1−p′1)]+r2 cos(θ2)[2−(p′1−1−p1)])
× e−r1
p1+p
′
1
(2q)2 e
r2
p1+p
′
1−1
(2q)2 e
−r12 (p1+p
′
1)( 1+p
′
1−1)
(2q)2 . (B2)
Now we change the angular variables to α = (θ1 + θ2)/2
and θ12 = θ1 − θ2. One has for the angular part∫ 2pi
0
dθ1
∫ 2pi
0
dθ2 =
∫ 2pi
0
dα
∫ 2pi
0
dθ12 . (B3)
We will first perform analytically the α integral. Only
the oscillating factor depends on α. Using trigonometric
identities and
∫ 2pi
0
dα eia cosα = 2piJ0(a), where J0(·) is
the Bessel function of the first kind [120], we have∫ 2pi
0
dα e2piiκ(r1 cos(θ1)[2−(p1−p
′
1)]+r2 cos(θ2)[2−(p′1−1−p1)])
= 2piJ0
(
κ
√
r′1
2 + r′2
2 + 2r′1r
′
2 cos(θ12)
)
, (B4)
where r′1 = 2pi|2− (p1 − p′1)|r1 and r′2 = 2pi|2− (p′1 − 1−
p1)|r2. Thus we are left with a three-dimensional integral
Ip1,p′1(κ) =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ12
∫ ∞
0
dr1 r1
∫ ∞
0
dr2 r2
2piJ0
(
κ
√
r′1
2 + r′2
2 + 2r′1r
′
2 cos(θ12)
)
e
−r1 p1+p
′
1
(2q)2 e
r2
p1+p
′
1−1
(2q)2 e
−r12 (p1+p
′
1)(p1+p
′
1−1)
(2q)2 , (B5)
whose evaluation is discussed in the next section.
2. Change of variables
For fixed θ12, we can think of r
′
1 and r
′
2 as the lengths
of two vectors ~r1, ~r2 emanating from the origin along two
rays with angle θ12. Then, the argument of the Bessel
function is κR, where R =
√
r′1
2 + r′2
2 + 2r′1r
′
2 cos(θ12)
is the distance between the heads of these two vectors,
i.e. the length of ~r1−~r2. It is more convenient to change
variables of integration r′1, r
′
2 into R and γ, where γ is
the angle between the sides of lengths r′1 and R on this
triangle, see Fig. 11. Then
r′1 =
R sin(γ)
sin(θ12)
r′2 =
R sin(γ)
tan(θ12)
+R cos(γ) . (B6)
Including the Jacobian of this transformation
dr′1
dγ
dr′2
dR
− dr
′
2
dγ
dr′1
dR
=
R
sin(θ12)
, (B7)
we have∫ ∞
0
dr′1 r
′
1
∫ ∞
0
dr′2 r
′
2 =
∫ ∞
0
dRR3
∫ pi−θ12
0
dγ
1
sin(θ12)
sin(γ)
sin(θ12)
[
sin(γ)
tan(θ12)
+ cos(γ)
]
. (B8)
3. Expanding the strongly oscillating Bessel
function
Similar to Eq. (B1), we can consider
J [f(x), k] =
∫ ∞
0
J0(kx)f(x) dx
=
1
k
f(0)− 1
2
1
k3
f ′′(0) +
3
8
1
k5
f ′′′′(0) + . . . , (B9)
which is derived in the same way. To obtain the
first term in this expansion one replaces J0(x) =
∂x[
∫ x
dx′J0(x′) + c1], and chooses the constant c1 such
that the resulting function decays at infinity. This proce-
dure is repeated to all orders, obtaining a different cm at
the m-th order, and the expansion coefficients are the re-
sulting values of the {cm}. One can check this expansion
for analytically solvable integrals e.g. for f(x) = e−x.
Using this expansion, together with the form Eq. (B8)
we can immediately determine the leading power law de-
cay of our integral with κ. The R3 factor implies that the
leading order contribution is the κ−5 term in Eq. (B9).
4. Generalization to Nw wires
Consider the general expression Eq. (18) for A
(Nw)
CDW.
Using the exponentially decaying approximation for
the correlation functions, Eq. (A1), we may re-
peat the procedure leading to Eq. (19), A
(Nw)
CDW =
17
ρ0(t⊥/t)Nwξ2NwI(Nw)(κ). In polar coordinates the mea-
sure of the integral I(Nw), which is the direct Nw > 2
generalization of Eq. (20), is of the form
Nw∏
i=1
∫
dxi dτi =
Nw∏
i=1
[∫ 2pi
0
dθi
∫ ∞
0
dri ri
]
. (B10)
As before we define a global angle α = (
∑Nw
i=1 θi)/Nw,
and Nw − 1 additional relative angles e.g. δi = θi+1− θi,
where i = 1, . . . , Nw − 1. We can start by the α integral.
As above the only α-dependent factor is the oscillating
function
eiκ
∑
i x
′
i = eiκ
∑
i r
′
i cos θi , (B11)
with x′i = xiAi with coefficients Ai. One can perform
the α integral and generate a Bessel function whose co-
efficient contains κ. For example for Nw = 3 one obtains∫ 2pi
0
dαeiκ
∑
i r
′
i cos θi = 2piJ0[κR], (B12)
where R is given by
R2 =[r′1 cos(2δ1 + δ2)+r
′
2 cos(2δ1 − δ2)+r′3 cos(2δ1 + 2δ2)]2+[−r′1 sin(2δ1 + δ2) + r′2 sin(2δ1 − δ2)+r′3 sin(2δ2 + 2δ2)]2 .
(B13)
One may provide a cuboid interpretation of this R as
a 3D generalization of Fig. 11. We may change vari-
ables, to include R as the only length, the set of Nw − 1
variables δi (similar to θ12), and Nw − 1 additional an-
gular variables (similar to α). By dimensional analy-
sis the integral measure in Eq. (B10) depends on R as∫∞
0
dRR2Nw−1J0(Rκ)F (R). Here F (R) is the result of
doing all the angular variables over the various exponen-
tial factors. Generalizing the expansion Eq. (B9), we
see that
∫∞
0
dRJ0(κR)f(R) =
∑∞
m=0 cm κ
−(1+2m) f (2m)
with coefficients cm (specifically c0 = 1, c1 = −1/2, c3 =
3/8). From theR2Nw−1 dependence, we see that the lead-
ing non-vanishing derivative is the 2Nw − 1 one, hence
we get the leading contribution m = Nw from this series,
I(Nw)(κ) ∝ κ−(1+2Nw). Thus, the calculation leads to the
result A
(Nw)
CDW ∝ (t⊥/t)
Nw+
1
2−XFQH .
Appendix C: Smeared density
In this appendix, we describe the procedure that we
used to compute the fractional charge in Fig. 6. Since the
charge density field φy(x) does not capture fluctuations
on the microscopic scale, e.g., at the level on the single
site on the lattice, one can define a smeared density as
ns(x) =
∫
dyK(x−y)n(y) [121], where K(x−y) is some
kernel normalized such that
∫
dxK(x − y) = 1, so that∫
dxns(x) =
∫
dy n(y) = N . For example, in the con-
tinuum case, a Gaussian kernel K(x) = e−x
2/2σ2/
√
2piσ2
can work. On a lattice, one has to rewrite the smeared
density as
ns,j =
∑
h
Kj,h nh , (C1)
where, in the case of Gaussian kernel, the normalization
factor is given in terms of the so-called Jacobian elliptic
X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X XXX
quasi-topological 𝑍𝑁 parafermions
non-topological
𝑢1 𝑢2
𝑣1 𝑣2
𝜒1 𝜒2 𝜒3
𝑏
(a)
(b)
ෑ
𝑖
𝑢𝑖
FIG. 12. Chain of lattice defects. Each defect carries non-
protected 2q−parafermions. The degeneracy of neighboring
parafermions is lifted due to Wilson loops generated by local
perturbations. The Hamiltonian of the two cases is dominated
by the shortest loops shown as dashed lines. Both phases
are gapped and the extensive ground state degeneracy is re-
moved by the loops. The quantum phase represented at the
bottom contains a pre-topological degeneracy associated with
the edge parafermions. The Wilson loops associated with the
edge parafermions are (i) the loop winding around the entire
chain
∏
i ui which is suppressed as e
−L/ξ, (ii) but also the
loop b controlled by the width Nw/2.
theta function ϑ3(z, q) [120]:
Kj,h =
e−(j−h)
2/(2σ2)
ϑ3(0, e−1/2σ
2)
. (C2)
In a physical situation, σ can be equal to some unit cells.
When the chain has boundaries, i.e., j, h ∈ [1 : L], where
L is the chain length, one has to be careful that the range
of j and h has to be extended by some 2L0 auxiliary
sites, in order to ensure the correct normalization, i.e.,∑L+L0
j=−L0 ns,j = N , using the fact that nh = 0 for all
h /∈ [1 : L], because otherwise the condition∑j Kj,h = 1
can not be fulfilled (the “violation of the conservation of
the number of particles” on a chain with sharp bound-
aries is an artifact of the smearing procedure). This will
18
of course cause the smeared density in Eq. (C1) to be not
a sharp function that goes to zero at the edges, but some
nonzero residual density will be found also for some sites
away from the physical edges of the chain because of the
nonlocal nature of the smearing procedure.
Appendix D: 1D parafermion chain
In this appendix we note that one can generalize the
geometry in Fig. 10, panel (b), to multiple holes, see
Fig. (12). This realizes an array of parafermions χi where
χ†2i−1χ2i = W (ui) are the Wilson loops ui shown in
Fig. 12, panel (a), and χ†2iχ2i+1 = W (vi) are Wilson
loops vi shown in Fig. 12, panel (b). One can then choose
the dimensions of the holes and the spacing between
the holes, such as to control the Hamiltonian Eq. (29)
and stabilize various states and phases of parafermions.
While in the phase in Fig. 12, panel (a), the parafermions
are coupled in pairs, due to the dominating u-loops, a
pair of edge parafermions are left in Fig. 12, panel (b),
dominated by the v-loops. These edge parafermions are
non-topological due to the global loop
∏
i ui, which, while
being exponentially suppressed with the system size, it
does not commute with the small loop b exactly as in
Fig. 10, panel (b). Thus the splitting is actually con-
trolled by Nw/2.
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